
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Important Note  

➢ Summer vacation will commence on 31.05.2021 and 
school will reopen on 12.07.2021. 

➢ Homework should be done in neat and clean 
handwriting. 

➢ Parents are requested to clear the dues as per 

schedule given. 



English:- 
1. Read Extended Reading book’ The Story of Pinnochio’ upto page number 25. 

Find common names and special names from the story and note down in your 

notebook. 

2. Write five lines on why do you like your friend in your notebook. 

3. Write five lines on your favourite animal or bird in your notebook. 

4. Solve comprehension passage 4 & 5 given in the comprehension Booklet. 

5. Activity 

Have fun with clay (Pg-43 of Marigold book) 

• Take a clay ball. 

• Use a rolling pin and roll the clay out flat. 

• Make a clay pancake ( round like a roti). 

• With the help of matchstick, draw a circle or use a bowl to cut a circle out of 

the rolled clay.  

• Use the extra clay to make eyes, nose, ears and a smiley or a sad face. 

• Also try making hair. 

• Click the photograph of it. 

6. Solve the given grammar assignment  on loose sheets:  

Grammar Assignment (Holidays Home Work) 

A.  Put a tick against those groups of words which are sentences. Put a cross against those 
which are not: 
1) The cat is on the mat.         _______ 

2) Meena slowly                       _______ 

3) Bag carrying is a Mehul      _______ 

4) Do not open the door.        _______ 

5) the is blue sky why ?           _______ 

6) cow milk us gives                 _______ 

7) I went for a picnic.               _______ 

8) Is peacock dancing the?      _______ 

9) My Leena is friend best       _______ 

10) Mother is baking a cake.     _______ 



 

B. Add suitable words to complete these sentences. 

1. Where is my ______________? 

2. My ______________ is cooking food. 

3. _____________ is my best friend. 

4. I have a beautiful __________________. 

5. Anita is __________________ in the room. 

6. I have a ______________ house. 

7. ______________ is washing the clothes. 

8. I like to play with my ________________. 

9. The baby is _______________ on the bed. 

10. Priya is _______________ a letter. 

 

C. Put a full stop or a question mark at the end of these sentences. 

1. Did you do your homework 

2. Maria is my friend 

3. Which is the biggest animal in the world 

4. The army of ants is carrying food 

5. I was thirsty but there was no water 

6. Where do you want to go for a picnic 

7. She has a beautiful smile 

8. My father is a mason 

9. Who lives here 

10. I woke up late in the morning 

 

 

 



 

  

D. Arrange these words to form meaningful sentences. 

1. fence on caterpillar crawling a is the 

_____________________________________________ 

2. today friend absent my is 

_____________________________________________ 

3. easy sums are these 

_____________________________________________ 

4. medicine gives doctor us  

_____________________________________________ 

5. swimming boys are the pool in 

_____________________________________________ 

E. Underline the naming words in the following passages: 

1. Once, a king lived in a grand palace. The palace was surrounded by a beautiful 

orchard. There was an apple tree that bore golden apples, in the orchard. One day, 

the king found that someone was stealing the golden apples from the tree. He was 

angry, and sent his guards to catch the thief.  

2. Reena wants to buy a computer. Her father uses it in his office to prepare his reports. 

Her friend also uses computer to read stories and poems. Stories and poems will 

make her a good reader.  

 F. Circle the special names in the following sentences 

1. Juhi and Mona like to play in the sand. 

2. The Yamuna flows to Delhi. 

3. Akbar was a great king. 

4. London is the capital of England. 

5. The Bible is the holy book of Christians.  

6.  Jaipur is in Rajasthan.  



7. Suresh wants to read The Bible.  

8. It is so hot in July.  

9. Suman reads The Tribune daily. 

10. Tuesday will be a holiday because of Diwali. 
 

G. Underline the common names and circle the special names. 

      My name is Anita. I am an Indian. Let me tell you about my family. My mother’s name 

is Seema. She is a musician. My dad’s name is Ramesh. He is a tennis coach. Radhika 

is my sister. We are twins. We learn English at school like you do. At home, we speak 

Hindi. Our dog is Charlie. He is two years old. We live in Kolkata. My grandparents live 

in New Delhi. They often come to us. We have a big house. There is a small garden in 

our house where I enjoy on Sundays with my friends Ritu and Kittu. 

H. Change from one to many :- 

1. apple   ___________ 

2. Fox   ___________ 

3. half   ___________ 

4. wife    ___________ 

5. child   ___________ 

6. woman  ___________ 

7. louse  ___________ 

8. scarf   ___________ 

9. glass   ___________ 

10.goose  ___________ 

11. mouse  ___________ 

12. book  ___________ 

13. monkey  ___________ 

14. balloon  ___________ 

15. baby  ___________ 



Punjabi:-  
*Students will do Holiday’s Home Work  in their Punjabi note book.  

1.  Collect and paste or draw any 5 – 5 pictures related to  

      Kanna , Sihari and Bihari matra.  

      e.g. ਤਾਲਾ , ਕਿਤਾਬ , ਚਾਬੀ 

2. Write 10 - 10 words and 5 - 5 sentences of each matra 

      ( Kanna , Sihari and Bihari matra. )  

3.  Learn all 3 poems of   PT -1  

      (ਖੀਰ  ਪੂੜ ੇ, ਮੇਰਾ ਸਿੂਲ ਬੈਗ , ਚੰਨ ਤਾਰੇ )  

         

   EVS:- 

Activity 1 
Make a neighbourhood diary. Write the important phone numbers like 

grocery shop, police station, fire station, bank, post office and hospitals etc. in 

it .You can use them in case of emergency. 

Activity 2 
Prepare a poster on the Topic: Save Water Save Life 
[Use A4 Drawing sheet for poster] 

Activity 3 

Make a small video(1 min.duration) showing how you save water at home. 

                                              OR 

Try and find out how many buckets of water your family uses every day for 

each job. For example 

Bathing:……buckets Cooking:………buckets Cleaning:………buckets                        

Washing clothes:……buckets 

Now write in your notebook the ways by which you can save water for each 

job. 
 

                    



MATHS:- 

 Practice Assignment  

Write in words: 

    1. 3489 

    2. 5980 

Write in figures: 

1. Five thousand four hundred sixty- 

2. Four thousand two hundred seven- 

Arrange in descending order: 

1. 2340,0342,2034,1234 

2. 0986,2346,1897,3897 

Arrange in ascending order: 

1. 3421,0234,1203,2034 

Compare the numbers by using >,<,= 

1. 4390____ 3943 

2. 3290____3290 

Write in expanded form: 

1.  3807 

2.  2901 

Write in short form: 

1. 3000+200+10+8 

Write place value and face value of underlined digits: 

1. 3426   

2. 2468  

 



Write predecessor and successor of given numbers: 

1. 4500 

2.3400 

Solve these: 

1. 2345 + 3456 

2. 5409 – 4890 

3. 234 X 6 

4. 309 X 8 

Divide and check: 

1. 45 ÷ 5 

2. 76 ÷ 4 

Statement sums: 

1. A balloon seller sold 234 balloons on Monday and 389 balloons on 
Tuesday. How many balloons were sold on both days? 

2. There are 2390 students in a school. Out of them, 1789 are boys. 
How many girls are there in school? 

 

➢ Learn tables   2  to 13 
➢ Note:- Do practice Assignment and activities 

on Maths   notebook . 

 

 

 
 

 

 



     

             

 

 

                           

                          

                                     

                            

                               

                                  

       

                                    

       

ACTIVITIES : 



 

                     

 2. ote down pages of your text 
books of Maths  E S  English Reader 
and  nd out which book consists of 
smallest number of pages and which 
book consists of greatest number of 
pages.

                      



 

                

     

2

  W  
 . Predecessor of 2   
2. Successor of    
 . Place  alue of   in  5  

Across 
 . Write in  gures Two thousand four 
hundred one.
2.  hoose the Smallest number  
   2  2  2    2 2   
 .  hoose the greatest number 
2       2     2       


